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CONSIDERATIONS OF A CONDENSING SYSTEM FOR V.ORIZIHl MAGNESIUM

By lTalter R. Witzke, George M. Prok, and Thomas A. Keller

An investigation of various condensing chsaibersfor vaporized
nesium was conducted-to determine the effect of design characteristics
on magnesium build-up at the chamber inlet. The condensing chsziberis a
portion of the apparatus used in preparing magnesium slurries by the
vapor-condensationprocess. A coi@ete description of the various chsmber
designs and the procedure used in testing the chanibersis given.

The chsxiberswere compsred on the hasis of clogging andtotalmag-
nesium distilled per run. The effect of orifice design on clogging was
also considered. Proper insulation snd.heating at the chsniberinlet
were found to be important. Flow in transparent models indicated recir-
culation to be present.

12JTROEUCTIOIl

Theoretical and experimental combustion studies at the NACA Lewis
laborato~ have indicated that higher thrusts canbe obtained fromrsm
jets and afterburners with concentrated suspensions of magnesium h hytio-
carbons than with conventional jet fuels. Additional investigationshave
shown that blow-out velocities and combustion efficiencies of magnesium
slurry fuels increase as the particle size of the magnesium in the slurry
fuels decre-es (ref. 1).

The most practical and most promising method of producing magnesium
slurries having high blow-out velocities and high combustion efficiencies
is by shock-coolingmagnesium vapors with a suitable hydrocarbon (ref. 2).
A modification of this system was made in order to increase the operating
time by increasingthe capacity of the system. However, the increased
capacity of the system did not give an appreciable increase’in the oper-
ating time, the reason agatn being, as in reference 2, magneBium deposi-
tion or clogging in the condensing-chsaber inlet. Clogging occurs when
some of the magnesium vapors, which flow through an orifice into the
chsmber, condense sround the chaaiberinlet and eventually plug the open-
ing. Because of this clogging problem, a comprehensive study was made of
various condensing-chmiberdesigns.
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For this design study, various condensing chaibers were made of
both steel and Lucite. In conjunction with the high-temperaturework
using the steel chsmbers, flow patterns were observed in the Lucite
chanibersby blowing balsa dust through the orifice into the condensing
chamber (ref. 3).

This report describes the condensing chaniberstested, gives the re-
sults on clogging obtained with respect to chsniberdesign, and evaluates
the various chamber designs from the results.

%
k

PROCESS AND APPARATUS

Process

Magnesium metal was vaporizedby heating to about 2000° F. Hot
helium was introduced to nwhtain a pressure of about 11 pounds per square
inch gage in the vaporizing pot. The magnesium vapors passed through a

.

heated orifice into a condensing chsmber where the metal vapors were con- *
densed into minute particles of solid by a series of hydrocarbon sprays.
The solid psrticles and liquid hydrocarbon were sepsrated from the helium -
and gaseous hydrocarbon, and the resulting slurry was concentrated and
then stored <ref. 2). A pressure above atmospheric was maintained
throughout the entire system in order to prevent leakage of air into the
unit.

Apparatus

The bulk of the equipment used in the vaporization unit was similar
to that used in reference 2 (fig. 1). In order to increase the capacity
of the system, some modifications were made. The increased capacity W=
obtained by enlsrging the va~rizing pot, installing a 750-gallon storage
tamk for the dilute slurry, installing an automatic pumping device for
removing the dilute slurry from the product receiver to the storage tank,
and recycling the effluent from the centrifuge.

In order to decrease the hazard of handling the final product, the
condensing medium was changed from JP-1 fuel (ref. 2) to a mixture of 90
percent by volume W-l fuel and 10 percent by volume number 2 fuel oil
(table I).

Condensing chsnibers.- The experimental condensing cha?ibersconsid-
ered in this report are shown in figure 2. With the exception of chamber
I, which was the condensing chsniberused in reference 2, the various chain- ,-
bers tested were designed with either a flanged backplane or a flanged
connection near the chamber outlet. Incorporating these flanges into the

.
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various chambers made it possible to remove
the chsniberswithout completely dismantling
spray nozzles in chambers I, II, and V were
sium vapors entering the chamber would pass
hydrocarbon sprays. In the design of these

the
the

3

magne6ium deposits from
condensing system. The

so situated that the magne-
through a series of three
chambers, the orifice outlet

and the spray nozzle nearest this outlet were so positioned that the
spray would not come in contact with the orifice outlet. The orifice
outlets for these three chambers were either flush with the inside sur-
face of the chsnber or slightly recessed.

The main feature in the design of chanibersIII-A and III-B was the
washing of all surfaces nesr the magnesium-vapor inlet by the hydrocarbon
sprays of three spray nozzles equally spaced on the cone-shaped portion
of the chmibers. These two ch~ers differed only in that in chaziber
III-B an extension was substituted for thehlind flange on chsaiberIII-A.

Chsmber IV had two sets of three spray nozzles arranged in the same
plane so that each set of nozzles sprayed on the opposite wall. This
spray-nozzle arrangement made it possible to flush the entire inside of
the chamber with hydrocarbon. The desired feature in this chsniberdesign
was to prevent reticulation by stresndining the chmber.

Chsaber V was made of a section of standard 6-inch pipe. A compari-
son of all the chsmbers tested shows that the frontal szea of chaniberV
is greater than that of any of the other chambers. Following several
initial tests with this design, the inside surface at the inlet end of

-,
the chsmber was insulated. This insulation consisted of a 1~-inch out-

side dismeter by l/2-inch inside C&meter by l/4-inch thick ring of
alundum around the orifice and l/4-inch-thick cement-asbestosboerd on
the remainder of the inside surface. ‘The orifice connected to this
chamber was flush with the exposed surface of the insulation. High-
temperature furnace cement was used to seal all openings or cracks on the
insulated surface.

The induction coil at the condensing-chaniberinlet for all chsnibers
tested was so arranged that the temperature at the orifice outlet during
all.runs was above the melting point of ma+@esium. This was accomp~shed
in chamber Vby heating the entire inlet end of the chamber, thus reduc-
ing the heat loss from the orifice outlet. In chsniberIV the finql turn
of induction coil was 1 inch from the first set of sprsy nozzles.

Orifices. - Three orifices were used in the testing of the various
condensing chsmbers (fig. 3). Orifice Z is discussed in reference 2

d as a converging-divergingorifice. Several of the condensing-chsmber
tests were made using orifice Y. This orifice is a l/2-inch outside
dismeter by 3/16-inch inside dismeter tube with a cone-shaped outlet msiie

.
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of stainless-steel cloth through which hot helium could %e passed. The
majority of the tests were made with orifice X. Because of the extreme
temperature conditions the orifice must withstand, orifice X was usual-
ly heavy-wall tube with the dimensions l/2-inch outside diameterby 3/16-

inch inside dismeter by 7$-inches long.

PROCEOURE co

High-Temperature Studies
?
m

The operation of the system was similar to that described in refer-
ence 2, the main exception being a completely pressurized system as sug-
gested in reference 2. Whenever possible, union-type fittings were used
to facilitate change-over from one chsmber and orifice couibinationto
another. The number of runs made with each combination depended on its
performance. The data from three typicsl runs are given in table II. 4

Following each run, the condensing chsmber was inspected to deter-
mine the type and severity of the plug. In addition, the total amount

,,.

of magnesium distiU_ed during the run was determined from the smount of
metal in the pot before and after the run.

Flow-Pattern Observations

Balsa dust carriedby an air stream into the transparent chaber
models provided visual observation of solid-particle flow. The balsa
dust was injected into an air stream and then carried through an orifice
into the chamber being tested. Photographic traces of the balsa-dust
particles in a relatively narrow zone though the centerline of the cham-
ber were obtainedby using a camera together with a stroboscopic lsmp
(ref. 3).

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

In this series of tests, magnesium deposition always occurred. 12m-
pirical studies indicated that this deposition resulted from (1) the
diffusion of the metal vapors and the recirculation of magnesium parti-
cles condensed in the hydrocarbon spray, and (2) the presence of rela-
tively cool surfaces. Major improvements were expected from changes in
design of the condensing chaiber and orifice and through the application
of heat at critical clogging areas.

,#

.
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DESIGN PAMMETERS

Effect of condensing-chamberdesign. - Chambers for condensing mag-
nesium vapors were designed primarily for a sudden and continuous inter-
action of metal vapors with hydrocarbon liquid. This function was readily
carried out in the designs described in this report; the fineness of solid
particle8 in the product served as a measure of the efficiency of the
condensing operation.

w

The interaction of vapor and condensing liquid was made to occur as
close to the orifice outlet as possible without cooling the orifice.
There was a tendency for the magnesium to ‘builda formation at the cham-
ber inlet that would eventually plug the system. This h.ild-up occurred
on surfaces that had a temperature near or below the melting point of
magnesium and were not wsshed by the hydrocarbon liquid. In chaniberIV,
where the metal vapors were @lowed to expand gradually, the walls at the
edge of the heated zone were apparently cool enoughto cause solidifica-
tion of the magnesium at this point and quickly block the passage leading
to the hydroc~bon sprays. In the other designs, where the orifice ended
abruptly in a large chaniber,the walls were more remote; the flow was
turbulent and subject to recirculation. The magnesium formations at the
chsmber inlets in these designs were considered to be due partly to vapors
solidifying at the inlets and partly to deposition of metal particles that
circulated to the inlets. Changes in the condensing-chaniberdesign were
made in an attempt to reduce these temperature and recirculation effects.

The chamber designs in this investigationwere compared on the basis
of the smount of metal distilled per run. Variations in distillation
rates made it impractical to use the ‘ion-stresm”time per run as the
measure for comparison. As shown in table III, for those runs in which
the pot was not emptied, the amount of magnesium distilled varied from
0.3 to 9.9.pounds of metal per run. Runs in which more than 5 pounds of
metal were distilled were usually considered good.

Evaluation of the data given in table III rated the freedom from
clogging, or the productive potential, of each condenser as

Condensing-chs@er design lWeedom from clogging

I Fair
II Poor
III-A Fair
III-B Good
Iv Very poor
V(uninsulated) Very poor
V(insulated) Very good

follows:
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ChsniberI was rated as having produced
before magnesium deposition interrupted its

.
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a fair smount of product “
operations. However, several J

runs with chamber I using orifice Y took longer to plug than usual for
this chamber, perhaps %ecause of the lsrger opening to be sealed. On the
contrsry, chamber III-A using orifice Y gave very poor operating re-
sults. Streamline flow of the magnesium vapors into chember IV gave very
poor results, although clogging may have been due entirely to the cooling
effect of the hydrocarbon sprays. Good results were obtained in chsmber
III-B, the elongated version of 111-Aj the circumferentialtreatment of
the sprays on the cone part of the chader (fig. 2) tended to confine the
clogging to the small area about the chmiber inlet. Becsuse of plugging
in the orifice outlet, chsniberV operated only for short intervals; the
on-stream t3me of this chsniberwas increased tremendouslyby proper in-
sulation and heating.

Effect of insulation in chsniberV. -.The productive capacity of
condensing-chsmiberV Tras effectively incre=ed from 10 to 15 time$ ttiough .
insulation of the inlet section in the chamber. Prior to insulating the
chauiberinlet, short runs were caused by plugging in the orifice outlet.
This plug was attributed to heat losses from the orifice tube. The heat- ,,

Ing coil was extended to heat the entire inlet portion of the chamber,
.

but a lsrge amount of heat loss was.still encounteredbecause of the
cooling effect of the hydrocarbon spray. Several attempts at insulating
the hot surface from the cold liquid netted the simple but effective in-
sulating method described in the Apparatus section and shown in figure 2.
Except for the very tip of the orifice tube, the insulating wall prevented
direct cooling of the orifice tube. Heat losses from the orifice tube by
conduction were reduced greatly by increasing the conductive distance and

t buffering this space with heat. Although the objective of maintaining ‘
an orifice-outlet temperature higher than the melting point of magnesium
was made possible through insulating the chsrtiberinlet, clogging still
occurred. However, the build-up of magnesium powder at the dhsmber inlet
was retarded so that, in a large percentage of runs, the magnesium pot
could be emptied of a 15- to 17-pound charge.

Effect of orifice design. - In reference 2 it was established that
a restriction, or orifice, was required to prevent plugging of the piping
j?romthe vaporizing pot by coke formation from hydrocarbon vapors that
entered the heated zone. -The orifice was further used to guide the metal
vapors directly into the hydrocarbon spray. Clogging in the orifice out-
let by magnesium deposition (fig. 4) usually occurred in the early test
runs. This problem was minimized through adjustment of the heat applied
to the orifice section. This maneuver shifted the clogging into the cham-
her. In order to prevent abuild-up of magnesium at the tip of the ori-
ficeoutlet, the tip temperature had to be maintained above the melting
petit of magnesium.

.
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None of the three orifice designs tested showed any exceptional
qualities with respect to clogging. In all three cases the position of
magnesium deposition couldbe shifted from the orifice-tube outlet to
some position in the chaniber(very close to the orifice) by changing the
heating coil arrangement. From a standpoint of fabrication, orifice X
was considered the best design. Orifice Y showed some tendency for
condensation on the wires of the screen cone, but this tendency proved
unimportant ‘becausea plug normally resulted from a cap formed at the
end of the cone (fig. 4(f)).

General Observations

clogging. - The size, shape, and
vsried with each run and could not be
diffusion of magnesium vapors and the
particles played an important role in
formation, the smount of heat and the

rate of the magnesium formation
readily duplicated. Although the
back flow of the condensed metal
determining the character of this
area where it was applied influ-

enced the time required to plug the system. A plug could occur imme-
diately after going on-stream if insufficient’heatwas supplied to the
orifice tube (fig. 4(a)). This type of plug was satisfactorily eliminated
by maintaining the entire length of the orifice at a temperature higher
than the magnesium melting point. Usually this temperature was kept
around 1600° F.

An extreme example of clogging (fig. 4(b)) occurred dmring several
runs as a result of extending the heating coil too far beyond the cham-
ber inlet. This severe form of magnesium deposition also took place
when the hydrocarbon spray nozzle closest to the inlet was eliminated;
the formation extended from the first active spray nozzle back to the
inlet. Apparently, as the heating was etiended farther dmm the chanber,
there was a greater area available at the intermediate temperature re-
quired for magnesium deposition; therefore, a larger-than-usualbuild-up
of magnesium occurred.

It was interesting to note that little or no deposition of magnesium
was found on the chaiber walls washed by the hydrocarbon spray. However,
attempts to confirm this lead and prevent magnesium formation by wsshing
the chsniberinlet with the condensing liquid led to solidification of the
metal vapors in the orifice outlet.

Another exsmple of a large magnesium formation was noted at times
in one particular chamber, and was found to be composed entirely of soft
powder (figs. 4(c) and 5(a)). This condition resulted from condensed
metal particles traveling across chaniberIII-A, colliding with the blind
flange, and proceeding to form a growth toward the orifice. As shown in
figure 5(a), the growths would bresk off during the run until one success-
fully plugged the opening of the orifice. The remedy for this formof

.__.——.- —-—— -..— —
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clogging consisted in increasing the chaiber length so that the metal.
particles could be csrried away by the hydrocarbon before they could
travel across the chsniber(chaniberIII-B).

Very little useful product was prepared from runs in which the
three preceding plug types occurred. Severe depositing meant most of
the condensed magnesium remained in the chsmber, and a clogged orifice
outlet prevented the production of any useful material.

~

Longer running time and sizeable quantities of product usually were
m

obtained in runs where a stubby protrusion was found at the chauiberin-
let on shutdown (figs. 4(d), (e), and (f)). In test runs inwbich the
vaporizing pot waE emptied of magnesium, the condensing-chsaiberinlet
was ordinarily found with the hollow protrusion shown in figure 4(d).
The opening in the plug was approximately that of the dismeter of the
orifice. In relatively long runs where the pot pressure rose to indicate
a clogged system, the chsniberdisplayed a protrusion of magnesium that .
had been hollow but eventua13y became filled with crystallizedmetal
(figs. 4(e) and 5(b)). It was assumed that the hollow protrusion would
build out until contact was made with the hydrocarbon spray whereupon the .’‘

magnesium tube became sealed, and the metal vapors crystallized in the
closed tube. The use of a screen-cone orifice normally produced a thin
powdery cap behind which the magnesium vapors changed to crystals (fig.
4(f)).

Visual Flow Observations

Attempts to observe the build-up of magnesium in the bigh-
temperature setup were not ~ccessfdj therefore, transparent chambers
were used. The condensation of petroleum-wsx vapors by water sprays
showed that visual observation of any deposition would be greatly hin-
deredby the action of the condensing-liquidspray.

In order to illustrate that a portion of the condensed magnesium
particles could readily contribute to the deposits at the chsmber inlet,
h.lsa dust was used. Observations of balsa-dust flow patterns ‘intrans-
paent.models of some of the chaniberdesigns showed recirculation of
those particles. Because of the difficulties in obserting flow patterns
in the magnesium-vaporizationunit, it was felt that flow patterns of the
dry balsa particles gave some idea of the turbulent condition in the con-
densing chaiber during an actual run.

Nature of Product

Despite efforts to prevent air leakage into
of the condensed magnesium product generally ran

the system, the purity
about 90 percent free

“

.
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magnesium metsl. However, even with 10 percent oxide present in the
product, the concentrated slurry gave better blow-out velocities in a
combustor than seversllother slurries contdning larger magnesium psr-
ticles of high purity (ref. 4). The improved cotiustionproperties of
this slurry were attributed to the large quantity of fine particles
present. Surface-active additives were required to reduce the agglomera-
tion of the fine magnesium psrticles. An electron micrograph of some of
the psx’titlesprepsred in the insulated version of chaiber V is shown in
figure 6. The size of the particles in this field ranged from 600 to
1800 A in diameterj occasionally larger p=+icles UP’tO 4~o Aw=e f~d
in this sample. The particle size range was estimated from an electron
micrograph prepsred at the Dow Chemical Co. laboratories,Midland,
Michigan.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

At present it is difficult to visuslize the complete elimination of
magnesium deposition at the condensing-chamberinlet. Further investi-
gations of this problem couldbe expected to retard the metsl-powder
build-up to the point where it would not seriously affect the operation
of a continuous process. A larger unit would also be expected to operate
more’satisfactorilythsn the present setup. Retarding diffusion of the
magnesium vapors and recirculation of the condensed particles and main-
tsdning the vapor-traveled areas at,temperatures above the melting point
of magnesium should be given primary consideration in the design of a
condensing system for vaporized magnesium slurries.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Clogging due to magnesium deposition at the condensing-chaniberin-
let of the magnesium vaporizationunit has been a continuous problem.
Investigation of the causes and possible elimination of this problem was
made using various condenser designs.

Observations of magnesium deposits and observations of bal.sa-dust
patterns indicated that clogging came from the diffusion of the metal
vapors and the recirculation of condensed magnesium particles to the
cool, dry, condensing-chanberwall surfaces where the metal adhered and
eventu&ly blocked the orifice. Insulation of the inner face of the
chsniberinlet to hold the face snd orifice-outlettemperatures dove the
melting point of magnesium was effective
deposits.

Attempts to reduce recirculationby
orifice design did little toward solving

.

in mlnimiz~ magnesium-metal,

chsnges in chwiber shape and
the problem. The most effective
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of the several designs investigated was a cylindrical chamber with in-
sulation internally mounted at the end through which magnesium vapor J

entered.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Lshoratory
National Advisory Committee for

Cleveland, Ohio, September
Aeronautics
21, 1955
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TABLE I. - AIWLZ’SISOF CONIMNSING MEDIUM (MIXTURE OF

90 PERCENT BY VOLUME Ml&F-5616, QikOE JT-1, l?WEL

2’
co
al

ANDlo PERCENT BYvom NUMBER 2FOlIGolZ

A.S.T.M. distillation D86-52, OF
Initial boiling point
Percentage evaporated

5
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
95

Finsl boiling point
Residue, percent
Loss, percent

Specific gravity
Gravity, OA.P.I.
Viscosity at 77° F, centistokes

339

343
349
354
361
368
375
385
395
411
445
487

554
1.4
0.6

0.806
44.0
1.588

I-1
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TABLE n. - TYPICAL RUN DAI!AFOR MAGNESIUM VAPORIZA!TIONUNIT

1 2 3
Chsmber ICI-A V(Insulated) V(Insulated)
Orifice x x x
On-stresm time, min SL7 250 353
Pot pressure, lb/sq in. gage 12.o 12.4 10.7
HeHum” flow, 1%/hr 5.27 2.20 3.97
Flow of condensing medium

in chamber, gal~hr 22.5 72.0 72.0
Magnesium liquid te~er-

ature (av.), OF 17?50 1950 1925
HeHum temperature (a.v.), OF 1350 “ 1410 1390
Chsmber-inl.etcoup~ng tem-
perature (av.), OF 840 1700 1900

Distillation rate, lb/hr 2.3 2.1 2.8
Amount distilled, lb 4:4 8.8 16.6
Reason for ending run Clogged Clogged Pot appeared

inlet inlet empty

TABLE III. - SUMMARY OF DATA FOR CONDENSING SYSTEM

Condensing
ch-er,

type

1=
Iv

V Uninsulated
V Insulated

OF MAGNES~ VAPORIZATION UNIT
1 1 r

x l/8 1 ------- 94 b3.3
Y 3/16 4 142-211 179 ‘6.3
z 3/32 5 59-138 97 b3.4
z 1/4 1 ------- 73 2.6
x 5/16 3 59-79 72 bp s

Y 3/16 2 51-57 54 %.9
x l/8 C2 181-255 218 5.6
x 3/16 3 117-139 131 b4.o
x 3/4 3 67-110 94 b3.4
x 3/16 2 136-169 152
z 1/4 1 ------- 156 b~::

x 1 1 ------- 31 0.3
z 1/4 1 ------- 47 1.8

x 3/16 3 16-44 27 %.0
x 3/16 u 155-309 232 9.9
x 3/16 C8 275-375 328 16.2

1 I 1 I I I

.

w

.

am runs ended because of clogging except where indicated.
bEstim&ed from run data.

CIEndedrun because pot a~eared empty.

————. —
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(e)ChamberIV.

(f)ChamberV (uninsulated).
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(g)ChamberV (insulated).

Figure 2. - Conoluded.Condenf3imgchambersfor magnesiumvaporizationunit.
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Figure5. - ‘&pical magesim depositsincondensingchamba.
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Figure 6. - Electron micrograph of fine particles condensed
in magnesium vaporization unit X40,000.
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